The Lancing Marine Team

We have been manufacturing, supplying and repairing marine engines, gearboxes and sterngear for over 40 years, and in that time have built up a wealth of knowledge. Our experience and hands-on approach enables us to sort out many installation problems in both new and classic craft.

Over the years we have built up the UK’s widest stock of marine engineering components, with more than a hundred gearboxes PRM, Borg Warner and ZF in stock at any time. We also offer an in-house, expert transmission repair service, essential to keep commercial and pleasure customers on the water with minimal down time.

Our vast stock includes thousands of Ford and Perkins diesel engine spares, both from original manufacturers’ stocks and from after-market suppliers around the World, which gives us a wide source of parts to enable the repair of older engines. We are also the largest stockist of the Bowman heat exchangers, manifolds and oil coolers which are used on many Ford and Perkins engines, dedicated Bowman parts for many other makes, as well as general purpose components for fitting all types of engine.

Anothe component for which we have recently been appointed the major distributor is the Manecraft Deep Sea shaft seal which we now supply throughout U.K. and to a number of major overseas markets.

We hope you have a great season’s boating.